LIVING SCHEDULE

Vedat Şengül
I will decide on the class diagrams of the project for design report. In addition to this I will work to improve interface. I want to enhance my Java knowledge.

Yavuz Aşık
I will draw UML diagrams for the decided class diagram. I will also search for components, especially text editor. I will also read some Java tutorials.

Ahmet Emin Tosun
I will work on design report with Hasan. We will complete the missing parts of it. I will also work on interface. I will read some Java tutorials. I will redesign our website.

Uğur Can Tekin
I will draw UML diagrams for the decided class diagram. I will try to find some plug-in for Eclipse that will help our development environment.

Hasan İşler
I will complete the missing parts of design report. I will read some Java tutorials. Besides I am going to try to enhance our simple design with Vedat.